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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.
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Disclaimer

These materials have been prepared solely for educational and entertainment
purposes to contribute to the understanding of U.S. intellectual property law.
These materials reflect only the personal views of the authors and are not
individualized legal advice. It is understood that each case is fact specific, and
that the appropriate solution in any case will vary. Therefore, these materials
may or may not be relevant to any particular situation. Thus, the authors and
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan
Europe LLP, and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm), cannot be bound
either philosophically or as representatives of their various present and future
clients to the comments expressed in these materials. The presentation of
these materials does not establish any form of attorney-client relationship
with these authors. While every attempt was made to ensure that these
materials are accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for
which any liability is disclaimed. The authors are indebted to Stacy Lewis, Law
Clerk at Finnegan,for preparing the slides.
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I. Are Orange Book listed patent claims definite under the current standards?

II. Do Orange Book listed patent claims possess written description support under the current standards? If not, 
fixable.

III. Are Orange Book listed patent claims enabled under the current standards? If not, fixable?

IV. Is there a need for a supplemental examination to clear the path to enforceability?

V. Were terminal disclaimers needed and, if so, filed, and what impact, if any, did terminal disclaimers cause to 
patent term adjustment under Federal Circuit cases such as Gilead and its progeny?

VI. What is the situation with a patent term extension?

VII. The critical time from first NDA approval to four years after

VIII. Are inventorship issues a problem?

IX. Is ownership settled to determine a real party in interest in AIA post-grant proceedings and to determine 
necessary part(y)ies for purposes of bringing the ANDA litigation?

X. Prosecution options through continuation applications or reissue practice

What are the alternatives if the "health check" reveals sub-optimal protection or severe defects?
Are Orange Book listed patent claims definite or enabled under the current standards?
Is there a need for a supplemental examination to clear the path to enforceability?
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For New Chemical Entities, Critical Time Is from First NDA Approval 
to Four Years Thereafter;

Formulation or Method of  Treatment (no NCE) Face Generic Challenge 
As Soon As Approval Occurs 

• Get all ducks in a row and perform thorough health checks; on track for 
Orange Book listing and assertion?

• Consider need for additional patents/fixes (from continuations or 
reissues).

• The rest of the slides will help identify issues to examine in health check.
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Pre-Litigation

• Review of patent(s) by patent owner/licensee reveals an 
issue that may lead to an untenable litigation position 
later:
• arguing a word means something nonsensical, e.g., “parallel” 

= “perpendicular” or 
• needing to rely on disclosure that was left out of the printed 

patent; or
• the commercial product not covered by the issued claims; or
• subject matter disclosed but not claimed. 

Possible to correct and/or amend to 
strengthen patent(s) before 
enforcing or litigating? 
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(a) IN GENERAL.—The specification shall contain a written
description of the invention and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as
to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with
which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and
shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor or
joint inventor of carrying out the invention.

(b) CONCLUSION.—The specification shall conclude with one or
more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the
subject matter which the inventor or a joint inventor regards as
the invention.

35 U.S.C. § 112: 
Issues for Health Check



Indefiniteness: Legal Standards
35 U.S.C. §112(b): Issues for Health Check

Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc., 134 S.Ct. 2120 (U.S. 
2014)

“a patent’s claims, viewed in light of the specification and prosecution history, 
inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the invention with 
reasonable certainty.”
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Health Check: §112(b) Issues for OB Patents 
Assertable in Litigation 

• When claim term can reasonably be understood in more than one way.

• Eli Lilly and Co. v. Teva Parenteral Medicines, Inc., 845 F.3d 1357 (Fed. Cir. 2017)

― OB-Listed U.S. Pat. 7,772,209 (Alimta®)

― Claim 1. A method of administering pemetrexed disodium …, [and a] methylmalonic 
acid lowering agent … selected from the group consisting of vitamin B12, ….

― “’vitamin B12’ can be used in the art to refer either to cyanocobalamin specifically or, 
more broadly, to a class of compounds including pharmaceutical derivatives of 
cyanocobalamin… the written description of the '209 patent uses the term both 
ways.”

11

Note, ‘209 patent also found infringed under the doctrine of equivalents in Eli Lilly & Co. v. Apotex, Inc., 
845 F.3d 1357 (Fed. Cir. 2020) (unpublished). Apotex's proposed product contains pemetrexed 
dipotassium, a different salt form of pemetrexed. 



Health Check: §112(b) Issues for OB Patents 
Assertable in Litigation 

• When specification does not provide way to identify or determine measure of a 
claim element.

• Forest Labs., Inc. v. Teva Pharms. USA, Inc., 2017 WL 6311688 (Fed. Cir. Dec. 11, 2017) 
(unpublished)

― Claim 1. A solid pharmaceutical composition in a unit dosage form for once daily oral administration 
comprising an extended release formulation of 5 to 40 mg memantine or pharmaceutically acceptable salt 
thereof, wherein administration of a dose of the composition to a human subject provides a plasma 
memantine concentration profile, as measured in a single-dose human PK [pharmacokinetic] study, 
characterized by a change in memantine concentration as a function of time (dC/dT) that is less than 50% 
that of an immediate release dosage form comprising the same dose of memantine as the composition, 
wherein the dC/dT is measured between the time period of 0 to Tmax of the immediate release form of 
memantine.

― FC: Affirmed claim invalid for indefiniteness.
― “the district court’s indefiniteness ruling is supported by precedents that hold claims indefinite in 

particular circumstances where the claims require measured quantities (absolute or relative), different 
techniques for such measurements are known in the art and some produce infringing results and 
others not, the intrinsic evidence does not adequately specify the technique or techniques to use, and 
extrinsic evidence does not show that a relevant skilled artisan would know what technique or 
techniques to use.”
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Indefiniteness Issues at the PTAB
• May be ground for attack in PGR (35 U.S.C. §321(b)).

• 31% (11/35) Pharma PGR petitions included indefiniteness 
ground in petition. 

• May also arise in context of IPRs if scope of claims cannot 
even be determined, but, according to Samsung Elecs. Am., 
Inc. v. Prisua Eng'g Corp., 948 F.3d 1342 (Fed. Cir. 2020), claim 
may still be analyzed:

― “Even though the validity of the challenged claims may be subject to question for 
IPXL-type indefiniteness, that is simply another ground on which the claims might 
be challenged in an appropriate forum (other than the Board). … It does not 
necessarily preclude the Board from addressing the patentability of the claims on 
section 102 and 103 grounds. In the remand proceedings, the Board should 
determine whether claim 1 and its dependent claims are unpatentable as 
anticipated or obvious based on the instituted grounds.”
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• Galderma S.A. v. Medy-Tox, Inc., PGR2019-00062, Paper 14 (P.T.A.B. March 19, 
2020)

• U.S. 10,143,728 Claim 1. A method for treating a condition in a patient in need thereof, 
comprising:

• locally administering a therapeutically effective amount of a botulinum toxin composition that does not 
comprise an animal-derived product or recombinant human albumin; whereby the botulinum toxin 
composition exhibits a longer lasting effect in the patient when compared to treatment of the same condition 
with a botulinum toxin composition that contains an animal-derived product or recombinant human albumin 
dosed at a comparable amount and administered in the same manner and to the same location(s) as that of 
the botulinum toxin composition that does not comprise an animal-derived product or recombinant human 
albumin, ….

• PTAB: IPR instituted..
• “Although the claims define ‘longer lasting effect’ to require a comparison of compositions having the same 

toxin with and without animal protein for ‘treatment of the same condition . . . dosed at a comparable amount 
and administered in the same manner and to the same location(s),’ the methodology for making such a 
comparison is not clear from either the claim language or the specification.” 

• “We find that it is appropriate to take into account the ’728 patent’s and Patent Owner’s own 
acknowledgement that some of the assessment techniques described in the specification caused the 
administration of MT10109 and MT10109L to fall within the claim scope, while other assessment techniques 
resulted in those same compositions falling outside the claim scope. This is a hallmark of indefiniteness.”

Health Check: §112(b) Issues With Relative 
Claim Language
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Health Check: Indefiniteness: 
What to Look For

• Analyze key patents and relevant claims to search for any 
potential ambiguities.

• Looking for claim language that could raise questions 
about clarity and “reasonable certainty” under 35 U.S.C. 
§112(b), e.g., relative terms, words of degree, ranges 
without end points at both ends, inconsistently used 
terms, undefined terms.

• More than one way to measure, whether different 
measures provide different results, and no direction as to 
which measure to use.

• Breadth alone is not indefiniteness.

15



Remedial  Measures Emanating from 
Health Check

• Consider expert declaration to support 
what a POSITA would understand.

• Consider expert declaration explaining the 
degree of precision available (or lack 
thereof) in the relevant art at the relevant 
time.

• Consider reissue possibilities.

• Consider continuation possibilities.

• Consider Means plus function possibilities

16



Written Description Health Check: 
35 U.S.C. §112(a) Legal Standard

In Court: “the written description 
requirement with respect to 
particularly claimed subject matter 
is met if the specification shows that 
the stated inventor has in fact 
invented what is claimed, that he 
had possession of it.”

AbbVie Deutschland GmbH & Co., KG v. 
Janssen Biotech, Inc., 759 F.3d 1285 
(Fed. Cir. 2014)

17

In the USPTO: “the fundamental 
factual inquiry is whether the 
specification conveys with 
reasonable clarity to those skilled in 
the art that, as of the filing date 
sought, applicant was in possession
of the invention as now claimed.”

MPEP 2163.02 Support for the Claimed 
Subject Matter in Disclosure 



In Health Check, Apply Teachings from 
Ariad Pharmaceuticals v. Eli Lilly

598 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc)

Enablement and written description are separate requirements.

Question of fact how much disclosure is required: 
• “the level of detail required… varies depending on the nature 

and scope of the claims and on the complexity and 
predictability of the relevant technology.”

Obviousness not enough: 
• “a description that merely renders the invention obvious 

does not satisfy the requirement”

18



Health Check: Issues for OB Patents in Litigation or 
AIA Post-Grant Proceedings or Ex Parte

• Claiming the treatment effect
• Allergan, Inc. v. Sandoz Inc., 796 F.3d 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2015)

― 5 OB-listed patents relating to Lumigen®
― Representative claim 1:

― A first composition administered once daily for lowering intraocular pressure 
in a person with glaucoma or ocular hypertension, the first composition 
comprising about 0.01% w/v bimatoprost and about 0.02% w/v benzalkonium 
chloride, 

― wherein the first composition lowers intraocular pressure and results in less 
hyperemia as compared to the once daily administration of a second 
composition comprising 0.03% w/v bimatoprost and 0.005% w/v 
benzalkonium chloride.

― “[T]he specifications do[es] not explicitly describe the clinical efficacy and 
hyperemia profile of the claimed formulation.”

― Sanofi v. Watson-type claims?

19
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Health Check: Issues for OB Patents in Litigation or 
AIA Post-Grant Proceedings or Ex Parte

• Range and discrete values
• Gen. Hosp. Corp. v. Sienna Biopharmaceuticals, Inc. 888 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 

2018), appealing PTAB’s dismissal of interference. 
• Claimed method: 

― Method of hair removal by applying a composition of unassembled 
plasmonic nanoparticles at “a concentration of about 6.6 x 1011 particles 
per ml of the composition”

• Specification disclosed
― “a range of concentrations from less than 1 × 1011 particles per ml to 

some unidentified maximum” 
― discrete examples of 4.10, 4.46, 7.77, 8.44, 9.31, 22, and 24 x 1011

particles per ml 
• FC: 

― “The disclosure of a broad range of values does not by itself provide 
written description support for a particular value within that range. 
Instead, where a specification discloses a broad range of values and a 
value within that range is claimed, the disclosure must allow one skilled in 
the art to ‘immediately discern the limitation at issue in the claims.”



• Nuvo v. Dr. Reddy’s, 923 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2019): claims invalid for lack of written 
description support.

• “the specification provides nothing more than the mere claim that uncoated PPI might work, even 
though persons of ordinary skill in the art would not have thought it would work, the specification 
is fatally flawed. It does not demonstrate that the inventor possessed more than a mere wish or 
hope that uncoated PPI would work, and thus it does not demonstrate that he actually invented
what he claimed: an amount of uncoated PPI that is effective to raise the gastric pH to at least 3.5.”

• Idenix Pharms. LLC v. Gilead Sciences Inc., 941 F.3d 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2019): claims invalid 
for lack of enablement and written description support.

• Thousands of candidates meet the structural limitations of the claims but lack of meaningful 
guidance as to which will work. 

• Specification failed to provide sufficient “blaze-marks” to direct POSITA to subset of candidates that 
will work. The lists of effective nucleosides do not explain “what makes them effective, or why.” 

Be Prepared – This Is Not Your Grandma’s 
Enablement or WD
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§112(a) Legal Standard
Very much in the News in 2022

Juno Therapeutics, Inc. v. Kite Pharma, Inc., pet. for cert., No. 21-
1566, filed June 13, 2022 

QUESTION PRESENTED
Is the adequacy of the “written description of the invention” to be measured by the 
statutory standard of “in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any 
person skilled in the art to make and use the same,” or is it to be evaluated under the 
Federal Circuit’s test, which demands that the “written description of the invention” 
demonstrate the inventor’s “possession” of “the full scope of the claimed invention,” 
including all “known and unknown” variations of each component?

Background: Jury found Juno’s patent valid and Kite’s infringement willful. The Federal Circuit, however, reversed 
… on the ground that Sloan Kettering’s patent failed that court’s atextual “written description” requirement as to 
the well-known “binding element” component of the claims. In the Federal Circuit’s view, it was not enough for 
Sloan Kettering’s patent to teach skilled workers to make and use the binding element; the patent had to 
additionally demonstrate that the inventors “possessed,” in some amorphous sense, the “full scope” of their 
claimed invention at the time of application, including all possible binding elements, “known and unknown.”
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§112(a) Legal Standard
Very much in the News in 2022
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Biogen Int’l GmbH v. Mylan Pharms. Inc., pet. for cert., No. 21-1567, filed 
June 14, 2022

QUESTION PRESENTED
Is 35 U.S.C. § 112’s requirement that a patent specification “contain a written 
description of the invention” met when the specification describes the invention, or 
must the specification also disclose data that demonstrates the claimed invention is 
“effective” and emphasize the claimed invention by singling it out and describing it 
more than once?

Background: “Biogen’s asserted patent, which claims methods of treating multiple sclerosis by orally 
administering 480 mg/day of dimethyl fumarate (DMF), expressly states that “an effective dose of DMF ... to 
be administered to a subject orally can be from ... about 480 mg to about 720 mg per day.” … [T]he Federal 
Circuit nonetheless held that Biogen’s patent did not satisfy 35 U.S.C. § 112’s requirement to provide a 
“written description of the invention” because the patent’s description of the claimed dose did not include 
data proving the 480 mg/day dose’s efficacy, the claimed effective dose was “listed only once” in the 
specification, and the patent disclosed other inventions as well.”

Interesting that both petitions are brand v. brand pharma cases; not brand v. generic manufacturer.



• Amgen Inc. v. Sanofi, 987 F.3d 1080 (Fed. Cir. 2021) 
• Representative claim: 1. An isolated monoclonal antibody, wherein, when bound to PCSK9, the monoclonal 

antibody binds to at least one of the following residues: …of SEQ ID NO:3, and wherein the monoclonal 
antibody blocks binding of PCSK9 to LDLR.

• Jury found that Sanofi failed to prove that the asserted claims were invalid for lack of written description and 
enablement. District court granted Sanofi's Motion for JMOL for lack of enablement. CAFC affirmed. 

• Amgen petitioned for certiorari on Nov. 22, 2021.
• 21-757
• Questions presented:

1. Whether enablement is “a question of fact to be determined by the jury,” Wood v. Underhill, 46 U.S. (5 
How.) 1, 4 (1846), as this Court has held, or “a question of law that [the court] review[s] without 
deference,” Pet.App. 6a, as the Federal Circuit holds.

2. Whether enablement is governed by the statutory requirement that the specification teach those skilled in 
the art to “make and use” the claimed invention, 35 U.S.C. § 112, or whether it must instead enable those 
skilled in the art “to reach the full scope of claimed embodiments” without undue experimentation—i.e., 
to cumulatively identify and make all or nearly all embodiments of the invention without substantial “ ‘time 
and effort,’ ” Pet.App. 14a (emphasis added). 

• Amici briefs filed: Ass. Of Univ. Technology Managers, GSK, Intellectual Property Professors.
• Sol. Gen. invited to file brief, April 18, 2022.

• Stay tuned…

§112(a) Legal Standard
Very much in the News in 2022
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Health Check: Written Description Issues that Could Arise 
at the PTAB or ex parte

• §112(a) may be ground for attack in PGR (35 U.S.C. §321(b)).

• May also may arise in IPRs in context of entitlement to priority date:
• If Petitioner attacks priority claim, could expand universe of prior art.
• If Patent Owner attacks priority claim of reference, could eliminate 

asserted reference. 

• May arise in either in context of support for proposed substitute 
claims in Motion to Amend (37 C.F.R. § 42.121(b)/ § 42.221(b)).
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Written Description: What to Look For in the 
Health Check?

• Result without means of achieving (just a hope or plan);

• Broad claim with little support in specification such as a genus claim 
or functionally described structure with few or no species described 
in specification;

• Unsupported claim limitations;

• Attempts to cherry pick the original disclosure to specifically claim 
narrow subject matter later discovered to be valuable;

• Substantial claim amendments made during prosecution; 

• Priority chain support; and

• Could a POSITA conclude with “reasonable certainty” that patentee 
had “possession” of claimed invention? Will “possession” survive the 
BMS and Biogen petitions for cert.?
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Remedial  Measures Emanating from 
Health Check: Written Description

• Consider expert declaration to support 
what a POSITA would understand.

• Consider inherency arguments.

• Consider amending claims; provisos.
• Reissue;
• Continuations;
• Means plus function claims;
• Motion to amend in post-grant proceeding.
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Enablement Health Check: 
35 U.S.C. §112(a)Legal Standards

In Court: Claims are not 
enabled when, at the effective 
filing date of the patent, one 
of ordinary skill in the art 
could not practice their full 
scope without undue 
experimentation.
MagSil Corp. v. Hitachi Global Storage 
Techs., Inc., 687 F.3d 1377, 1380–81 
(Fed. Cir. 2012). 

28

In the USPTO: Did the “The 
standard for determining whether 
the specification meets the 
enablement requirement…: is the 
experimentation needed to practice 
the invention undue or 
unreasonable?.”

MPEP 2164.01 (citing In re Wands, 858 
F.2d 731 (Fed. Cir. 1988))



1. Quantity of experimentation necessary (undue? or 
routine?);

2. Amount of direction or guidance provided;

3. Presence or absence of examples;

4. Nature of the invention;

5. State of the prior art;

6. Relative skill of those in the art;

7. Predictability or unpredictability of the art; and

8. Breadth of the claims (consider means-plus-function).

In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731 (Fed. Cir. 1988) 
Factors for Enablement To Evaluate in Health Check
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• Arguments relating to claim scope and enablement may clash.
• Wyeth and Cordis Corp. v. Abbott Labs., 720 F.3d 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2013)

― Claim: method of treating or preventing “restenosis in a mammal ... which 
comprises administering an antirestenosis effective amount of rapamycin to said 
mammal.” 

― Specification disclosed only one rapamycin species: sirolimus.
― FC: “practicing the full scope of the claims would require synthesizing and 

screening each of at least tens of thousands of compounds.”

• Enabled throughout scope of claims.
• Warner-Lambert Co. v. Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc., 418 F.3d 1326 (Fed. Cir. 

2005)
― Claim: A pharmaceutical composition which contains: [(a), (b), and (c)].
― Specification contained two working examples for 5 and 40 mg quinapril 

formulations. 
― Federal Circuit reversed the grant of summary judgment for validity and remanded 

to the district court for further proceedings on the issue of enablement.

Health Check: 
Enablement Issues for OB Patents



Health Check: 
Enablement Issues for Priority Claims

• Lose priority date
• Storer v. Clark, 860 F.3d 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2017)

― Storer Claim 1. A method for the treatment of a host infected with a hepatitis C virus, 
comprising administering …an effective amount of a compound having the formula: 

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof…

― Clark: Storer not entitled to priority date because did not enable compounds having the 
2′F(down) substituent. 

― Storer: compounds generically disclosed in application, and were readily obtained based 
on the disclosure in the provisional and the prior art. 

― But acknowledged provisional contained no specific examples of synthesis of 
compounds having the fluoro substituent in the 2′(down) position.

― Board:  Storer not entitled to priority date, awarded priority to Clark.
― “as of the time of filing of the S1 application, although organic fluoridation 

mechanisms were generally well-known in the art a 2′-fluoro-2′-methyl nucleoside 
with the fluoro substituent in the ‘down’ position had not yet been synthesized.

― FC: Affirmed.
― The record before the Board showed sufficient variability and unpredictability to 

support the Board's conclusion that Storer's provisional application did not enable 
the interference subject matter.”
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Health Check: 
Enablement Issues for Prior Art

• Whether asserted reference is enabled.

• Reference must contain an enabling disclosure: 

• Person of ordinary skill could have combined the description of the 
invention in the prior art reference with his own knowledge of the 
art to have placed himself, and thereby the public, in possession of 
the invention.

• Examples of where reference did not anticipate because it was not 
enabling:

― Impax Laboratories, Inc. v. Aventis Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 545 F.3d 
1312 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

― Abbott Labs. v. Sandoz, Inc., 544 F.3d 1341 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 
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Health Check: 
Enablement Issues at the PTAB

• Relying on “known in the art” argument
• Grünenthal GmbH v. Antecip Bioventures II LLC, PGR2017-00022, Paper 16 

(P.T.A.B. Nov. 15, 2017)
― Claim limitation: ““wherein the bioavailability of zoledronic acid in the dosage 

form is from about 1.1% to about 4%.”

― Patent Owner: “a published application available on the priority date of the ’862 
patent shows that disodium salts were capable of increasing the oral 
bioavailability of zoledronate to levels within the ranges recited in claims[.]”

― PTAB: Instituted PGR. 
― “the specification need not disclose what is well known in the art, but ‘that 

general, oft-repeated statement is merely a rule of supplementation, not a 
substitute for a basic enabling disclosure.’” 

― Here, no disclosure of any specific starting material or of any of the conditions 
under which a process can be carried out.

― “It is the specification, not the knowledge of one skilled in the art, that must 
supply the novel aspects of an invention in order to constitute adequate 
enablement. This specification provides only a starting point, a direction for 
further research.”
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Health Check for Enablement: 
What to Look For?

• Are claims objectively enabled?

• Routine v. undue experimentation;

• Proper/improper use of post-filing evidence? (can 
only reflect state of art at time of filing);

• Priority date assertions;

• Claims enabled throughout scope? 

34



Remedial  Measures For Enablement  from the 
Health Check

• Consider expert declaration to support 
what a POSITA would understand.

• Consider reissue possibilities.

• Consider continuation possibilities, 
including means-plus-function claims.
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Health Check: Prosecution Options Through Continuation 
Applications or Reissue Practice

• Consider including several claims with varying 
claim scope to minimize necessity of amendment 
in an AIA post-grant proceeding and to provide 
written description, enablement, novelty, and 
non-obviousness back-ups before PTAB and/or 
the district court. 

• If reissue may be appropriate, consider reissue 
recapture and issues under In re Tanaka.
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In Keeping Continuation Application(s) Pending, 
Consider:

• Take into account cases of “unreasonable and unexplained 
delay”:

• Tafas v. Doll, 559 F.3d 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2009);
• In re Bogese, 303 F.3d 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2002); and 
• Symbol Tech., Inc. v. Lemelson Medical, Educ. & Research Found., 

422 F.3d 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2005).

• No recapture issues.

• Broadening limited only by requirements of 35 U.S.C. 
§112(a).
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Certificate of Correction 
(§§ 254 & 255) Reissue (§ 251)

Ex Parte Reexamination 
(§§ 301-307)

Supplemental 
Examination (§ 257)

Post-Issuance 
Procedures

Ex Parte Tools Available at USPTO
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Comparison of  Procedures

Reissue Ex Parte Reexam Supplemental 
Examination

Grounds “Error” in patent Prior art patents or 
publications

“information” 
relevant to 

patentability
(to cleanse of 

possible inequitable 
conduct allegation)

Examination Like a regular application Only two Office 
Actions

Only two Office 
Actions

Examiner CRU CRU CRU

Gov’t Fees $3340 $6300 - $12,600 $4,620 initial fee
$12,700 if reexam

Timing 1st Office Action in          
5-8 months

1st Office Action in   
4-5 months

1st Office Action in  
1-2 months
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Health Check Follow up: Is There A Need For Supplemental 
Examination To Clear The Path To Enforceability?

35 U.S.C.§257(a): “A patent owner may request supplemental 
examination of a patent in the Office to consider, reconsider, or correct 
information believed to be relevant to the patent[.]” 

the “patent shall not be held unenforceable on the basis of … information 
…considered, reconsidered, or corrected during a supplemental 
examination of the patent.” (§257(c))

Does not apply against allegations already raised in district court or ANDA 
notice para. IV before date of filing request (§257(c)(2)(A)), or any 
defenses raised in ITC litigation/district court litigation unless SE and any 
reexam ordered there from is finished before the date on which the 
action is brought (§257(c)(2)(B)). 
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Health Check Follow up: Is There A Need For Supplemental 
Examination To Clear The Path To Enforceability?

• Owners of Orange Book-listed patents may be able to make 
reasonably accurate predictions of when they will receive 
patent validity challenges -> may be well-suited to submit 
an appropriate request for supplemental examination 
before their patents become involved in a potential 
litigation or IPR.

• Prior to or when listing in the OB, assess whether requesting 
SE is an appropriate strategy. 
• Any litigation usually not for several years, so likely SE (and any 

subsequent ex parte re-examination and appeal) would run its 
course before the patent owner seeks to enforce the patent in 
Hatch-Waxman litigation.
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Health Check Follow up: Balance Benefits and Limitations of  SE 
Before Filing Request

42

--Potentially insulates 
claims from allegations of 
inequitable conduct.

-Potentially strengthens 
claims against future 
patentability attacks. 

-If the PTO finds a SNQ, you’re 
locked into ex parte 
reexamination before the CRU 
(not your original examiner) 

-Only one bite at the apple (no 
RCEs), so you must appeal if 
you don’t resolve everything 
with your response to the first 
OA.



Burden on Patent Owners for Supplemental 
Examination

• Steep fee;

• Patent owner admissions;

• Limit to number of items that a patent owner may 
raise in a request for supplemental examination.
• No limit on further items if reexamination ordered. 
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Reissue Amendment: A Follow up from Health 
Check?  Save PTA?

▪ Another purge opportunity? Amendment to §§251, 253:

– Whenever any patent is , through error without any deceptive intention, 
deemed wholly or partly inoperative or invalid, by reason of a defective 
specification or drawing, or by reason of the patentee claiming more or 
less than he had a right to claim in the patent, the Director shall, on the 
surrender of such patent and the payment of the fee required by law, 
reissue the patent….

– Biggest implication – no pre-filing “due diligence” is needed to assess whether any “deceptive 
intent” was involved in the “error” on which the reissue under § 251 is based or whether any 
“deceptive intent” was involved in a claim being disclaimed under §253???

– Would one use a combination of Reissue and Supplemental Examination to insulate reissued claims 
from allegation of inequitable conduct?  Or just reissue?  Why?

Note: 37 CFR 1.16(e) Basic fee for filing each application for the reissue 
of a patent is $320! (with small/micro entity reductions available)
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Health Check:  If  There Is No Co-pending Continuing 
Application, Reissue May be Best Way to Strengthen 

Patent

• 37 CFR § 42.73(d)(3) A patent applicant or owner is precluded 
from taking action inconsistent with the adverse judgment, 
including obtaining in any patent:
• A claim that is not patentably distinct from a finally refused or 

canceled claim….

• Reissue has no formal patent owner estoppel, but subject to 
patentably distinct requirement?
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Health Check: Narrowing Reissue Could Be An 
Interesting Alternative If  No Pending Continuation 

Application

In re Tanaka, 640 F.3d 1246 (Fed. Cir. 2011)
• Tanaka filed a reissue declaration containing the original claims plus an 

added claim dependent on original claim 1.  
• Examiner rejected the claims because there was no error identified that 

broadened or narrowed the scope of the issued claims.
• Board held that it is not reissue  “error” under 35 U.S.C. §251 to add a 

subgeneric claim where all existing claims in the patent are maintained, 
both broader and narrower than the added claim.

• FC: Reversed and remanded.
― “adding dependent claims as a hedge against possible invalidity of original 

claims ‘is a proper reason for asking that a reissue be granted.’ In re Handel, 50 
CCPA 918, 312 F.2d 943, 946 n. 2 (1963).”

― “the omission of a narrower claim from a patent can render a patent partly 
inoperative by failing to protect the disclosed invention to the full extent 
allowed by law.”
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Reissue & Pending Applications
Reissue application – if issued before any IPR/PRG is filed, no stay

Pending continuing application – pursue separately patentable claims ex parte 
without a stay.
• AC Dispensing Equip. Inc. v. Prince Castle, LLC, IPR2014-00511 (PTAB Oct. 17, 2014)

• IPR Petitioner requested permission to file a motion to stay prosecution of PO’s 
continuation application.

• PTAB: Denied.
– “Patent Owner will not be permitted to obtain in a patent any claims that are not 

patentably distinct from any claim that is canceled as a result of this proceeding. But 
whether any of the claims in the ’497 patent will be canceled is an issue that is not yet 
decided and will not necessarily be decided until a final written decision is entered in this 
case and appeals from it are exhausted. To bar Patent Owner from prosecuting claims 
now that may be patentably indistinct from the claims under review thus would be 
premature. It is sufficient, under the current circumstances, for Patent Owner to continue 
to take reasonable steps to apprise the Examiner of the status of this proceeding.”
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Health Check on Terminal Disclaimer Issues

• Patent Term

― 35 U.S.C. 154(a)(2): [G]rant shall be for a term beginning on the date on 
which the patent issues and ending 20 years from the date on which the 
application for the patent was filed….

• Terminal Disclaimers (TD)

― 37 C.F.R. 1.321(a): [A]ny patentee may disclaim or dedicate to the 
public…any terminal part of the term, of the patent granted.

― 37 C.F.R. 1.321(b): An applicant may disclaim or dedicate to the 
public…any terminal part of the term, of a patent to be granted.

― May overcome obviousness-type double patenting (ODP)
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Gilead Decision
Gilead Sci., Inc. v. Natco Pharma Ltd., 753 F.3d 1208 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

• US Pat. Nos. 5,763,483 and 5,952,375 were commonly owned but unrelated 
and had different expiration dates

• TD filed in ’375 over ’483; did not file TD in ’483 over ’375

• Fed. Circuit held that a patent that issues after but expires before another 
patent can qualify as an ODP reference for that other patent
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Health Check on PTA Issues

• Patent Term Adjustment (PTA)

― 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(1)(A) and (B):  [I]f the issue of an original patent 
is delayed due to the failure of the [USPTO]…the term of the 
patent shall be extended 1 day for each day [of USPTO delay].

― 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(2)(C)(i):  The period of adjustment…shall be 
reduced by a period equal to the period of time during which the 
applicant failed to engage in reasonable efforts to conclude 
prosecution of the application.
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Pre- and Post-URAA Patents

• AbbVie Inc. v. Kennedy Inst. of Rheumatology, 764 F.3d 1366 
(Fed. Cir. 2014)

― OTDP issue on appeal:  For applications filed after the 1995 URAA Act, 
can an applicant choose to file separate applications for overlapping 
subject matter and claim different priority dates without running afoul 
of OTDP? 

― Genus: ’766 patent claims a method of treating RA by co-administering 
anti-TNFα antibody and MTX.

― Species: ’442 patent claims a method of treating an individual suffering 
from RA whose active disease is incompletely controlled despite already 
receiving MTX (i.e., particularly sick patients).
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• Asserted claims of ’442 patent invalid over the ’766 patent claims for 
OTDP.

• Making explicit what was implicit in Gilead: ODTP continues to apply, 
even to patents that were filed after the 1995 URA Act, where two 
patents that claim the same invention have different expiration dates. 

• The ’442 patent merely claimed a known utility of the ’766 patent.

No T.D. Filed

Abbvie (con’t)

(~4 years + ~2 years PTA)
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― Merck & Co. v. Hi-Tech Pharmacal Co., 482 F.3d 1317 
(Fed. Cir. 2007)

― PTE not foreclosed by TD. Calculate PTE from the TD expiration date.

― PTE applied AFTER TD.

― Distinguished PTA which has statutory language prohibiting PTA past TD.

Pre-Ezra ODP and PTE
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• Magna Elecs., Inc. v. TRW Auto. Holdings Corp., No. 1:12-cv-654 (W.D. 
Mich, Dec. 10, 2015)

― Optical system for controlling car high beam headlamps
― Both patents recite control systems, with variations in data processing techniques.

― Patents have same priority, term differed due to PTA
― ‘149 patent filed first and issued first; accrued PTA
― ‘786 (CON) filed later and issued later; no PTA.

• ODP used to override statutory grant of PTA under 35 U.S.C. §154.
• Case dismissed Feb. 5, 2016.

Pre-Ezra ODP and PTA
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• First issued ‘471 patent pre-URAA and entitled to 17-year patent term.  
• Second issued ‘444 patent post-URAA, term is 20 years from filing.
• Claims of both patents to generic TNF Abs; conceded not patentably distinct.
• DC granted summary judgment of invalidity of ‘471 patent for ODP in light of 

the ‘444 patent.
• Applied Gilead.

Pre-URAA and Post-URAA Patents
Janssen Biotech, Inc v. Celltrion Healthcare Co. Inc., 210 F.Supp.3d 278 
(D. Mass. Sept. 28, 2016)
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Pre-URAA and Post-URAA Patents

Janssen’s arguments in CAFC brief:
I. No gamesmanship: Janssen’s situation arose from a change in law (GATT) rather than 

gamesmanship (in Gilead, two separate chains of applications were filed having different 
priority dates).

II. The district court’s decision is at odds with Congress’s decision to maintain 17yr terms for pre-
GATT cases.

Appeal vacated on Jan. 23, 2018 as moot in view of companion Federal Circuit decision.

Gilead

Janssen
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• “The parties dispute whether the ’781 qualifies as a double patenting reference because 
it expired before the ’353 patent.”

• “Under the particular circumstances, the oddity of using the ’781 patent as a reference 
patent to cut short the ’353 patent's (the first issued parent patent) term of exclusivity 
is rejected. This is not an instance of a patentee seeking to extend the patent term with 
‘sequential’ applications. The ’353 patent is not invalid for double patenting.”

• No ODP where patentee was not attempting to extend patent term.

Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. v. Teva Pharms. USA, Inc., 
217 F.Supp.3d 782 (D. Del. Nov. 16, 2016)
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Novartis AG v. Ezra Ventures, 
909 F.3d 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

Feb. 2014
‘229 original 

expiration date

Sept. 2017
‘565 expiration 

date

Feb. 2019 
‘229 PTE 

expiration date

compound 
fingolimod 

patent

method of 
using 

fingolimod

• Ezra filed ANDA related to Gilenya®.

• Ezra moved for judgment on the pleadings that the ‘229 patent is 
invalid or otherwise terminally disclaimed for time past expiration 
date of ‘565 patent.

• D.C. Del. (Stark): Denied motion.
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District Court Judgment

I. The district court found:

1. the '229 patent valid, unexpired, and enforceable 
with the PTE,

2. infringement of the '229 patent,  and 

3. imposed an injunction on Ezra's ANDA product 
until the expiration of the '229 patent in 2019.

A. Ezra appealed the statutory construction of §156 
and the ODP holding.
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Federal Circuit
I. Reminder of the timeline:
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Federal Circuit (con’t)
• Affirmed construction of §156.

― “Although §156 recognizes that a patent owner may own multiple patents relating to a 
product, a method of using that product, and/or a method of manufacturing the 
product, nothing in the statute restricts the patent owner's choice for patent term 
extension among those patents whose terms have been partially consumed by the 
regulatory review process.”

― “Here, only the '229 patent was selected and then legally extended with a certificate 
of extension … . That the method of the '565 patent cannot be practiced during the 
'229 patent's extended term is a permissible consequence of the legal status conferred 
upon the '229 patent by § 156.”

― “Congress chose not to limit the availability of a patent term extension to a specific 
patent and instead chose “a flexible approach which gave the patentee the choice.” … 
As long as the requirements for a patent term extension recited in § 156(a) are met, 
the Director of the Patent and Trademark Office “shall” grant a PTE on the patent of 
patentee's choice.”
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Federal Circuit (con’t)
• Affirmed ODP holding.

― “We conclude, as a logical extension of our holding in Merck & Co. v. Hi-Tech 
Pharmacal Co. [PTE not foreclosed by TD], that obviousness-type double patenting 
does not invalidate a validly obtained PTE” when the PTE causes a patent to expire 
after an allegedly patentably indistinct patent.

― “if a patent, under its pre-PTE expiration date, is valid under all other provisions of 
law, then it is entitled to the full term of its PTE.”

― No gamesmanship issue as in Gilead. “But for the § 156 PTE, the '229 patent would 
have expired before the '565 patent.3 So there is also no concern that Novartis, once 
its '229 patent issued, sought to subsequently “secur[e] a second, later expiring patent 
for the same invention” as in Abbvie[.]”

― “[A}greeing with Ezra would mean that a judge-made doctrine would cut off a 
statutorily-authorized time extension. We decline to do so.”
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Novartis Pharms. Corp. v. Breckenridge Pharm. Inc., 
909 F.3d 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

U.S. Pat. 5,665,772 
Claims directed to 
rapamycin.

U.S. Pat. 6,440,990 
(divisional of ‘772) 
Claims directed to 
derivative of 
rapamycin, everolimus, 
and include all 
limitations of various 
claims of the ‘772 
patent.

DC: ‘990 is a proper double-patenting 
reference for the ‘772 patent and the 
‘772 claims are invalid for ODP. 
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Quotable Quotes

• DC: 
• “I see no reason why such a patent term extension would protect 

a patent from a double patenting challenge.”

• “Neither Gilead nor AbbVie held that gamesmanship is required. 
A patentee can obtain an unjustified extension of patent rights 
without engaging in gamesmanship simply by seeking two 
patents on the same invention, as the patentee did here.  The 
only relevant issue is the earlier expiration date of the ‘990 
patent, as it is the extension of the period of exclusivity by virtue 
of the ‘772 patent’s later expiration date that violates the 
principles underlying the double patenting prohibition. The 
patentee’s motives are not relevant.”
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Federal Circuit
• Reminder of timeline:
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Federal Circuit (con’t)

• Reversed.
• “This appeal presents a narrow legal 

question: can a post-URAA patent that issues 
after and expires before a pre-URAA patent 
qualify as a double patenting reference 
against the pre-URAA patent? We conclude 
under the circumstances of this case that it 
cannot. Therefore, the district court erred in 
using the '990 patent as a double patenting 
reference for the '772 patent.”
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Federal Circuit (con’t)

• Reversed (con’t).

• Gilead does not apply.
• “Gilead addressed a question that is not applicable 

here. In Gilead, we concluded that, under the 
circumstance where both patents were post-URAA, a 
patent that issues after but expires before another 
patent can qualify as a double patenting reference 
against the earlier-issuing, but later-expiring patent. … 
Here, however, Novartis owns one pre-URAA patent (the 
'772 patent) and one post-URAA patent (the '990 
patent), and the 17-year term granted to the '772 
patent does not pose the unjustified time extension 
problem that was the case for the invalidated patent in 
Gilead.”
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Federal Circuit (con’t)

• Reversed (con’t).

• Gilead does not apply.
• “the present facts do not give rise to similar patent 

prosecution gamesmanship because the '772 patent 
expires after the '990 patent only due to happenstance 
of an intervening change in patent term law. …Thus, the 
current situation does not raise any of the problems 
identified in our prior obviousness-type double 
patenting cases. At the time the '772 patent issued, it 
cannot be said that Novartis improperly captured 
unjustified patent term. The '990 patent had not yet 
issued, and the '772 patent, as a pre-URAA patent, was 
confined to a 17-year patent term.”
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Federal Circuit (con’t)

• Reversed (con’t).

•

• AbbVie does not apply either because 
involved two post-URAA patents.

• “AbbVie is distinguishable from the situation here 
because it not only involved two post-URAA patents, but 
also because the earlier-filed patent had an earlier 
issuance date and earlier expiration date.”
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Federal Circuit (con’t)

• Reversed (con’t).

• “In this particular situation where we have an earlier-filed, 
earlier-issued, pre-URAA patent that expires after the later-filed, 
later-issued, post-URAA patent due to a change in statutory patent 
term law, we decline to invalidate the challenged pre-URAA patent 
by finding the post-URAA patent to be a proper obviousness-type 
double patenting reference. Instead, we apply our traditional, pre-
URAA obviousness-type double patenting practice, …we use the '772 
patent's issuance date as the reference point for our obviousness-
type double patenting analysis. …. Under this analysis, the '990 
patent is not a proper obviousness-type double patenting reference 
for the '772 patent. When the '772 patent issued, the '990 patent 
had not yet issued and thus did not exist as a double patenting 
reference against the '772 patent.”
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Federal Circuit (con’t)
• Reversed (con’t).

• “to require patent holders to truncate any portion of the 
statutorily-assigned term of a pre-URAA patent that extends beyond 
the term of a post-URAA patent would be inconsistent with the 
URAA transition statute.”

• “The fact that the law for the term of a patent changed, resulting 
in the later-issued '990 patent having an earlier expiration date 
than it would have pre-URAA should not affect the '772 patent's 
statutorily-granted 17-year patent term. Rather than Novartis 
receiving a windfall with a 17-year term for its '772 patent, its '990 
patent's term was truncated by the intervening change in law. To 
find that obviousness-type double patenting applies here because a 
post-URAA patent expires earlier would abrogate Novartis's right to 
enjoy one full patent term on its invention.”
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• Appealing PTAB reexaminations finding claims of four related patents 
with PTA invalid for ODP.

• Issues on appeal:
― 1. Whether PTA should be treated the same as PTE for ODP.
― 2. Whether ODP applies where PTA is the only reason for the later 

expiration over a related patent.
― 3. Whether ODP created a “substantial new question” for 

reexamination. 

In Re: Cellect, LLC
Appeal Nos. 2021-005046, 005258, 005302, 

005303
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Related Proceedings

• District court litigation
― Cellect, LLC v. Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. et al, 1-19-cv-00438 (DCO)

― Alleges infringement by Samsung tablets and smartphones.

― Filed after expiration of 2 asserted patents, less than 1 year before others expired

― Stayed pending reexaminations.

• Related IPRs by Samsung
― Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. et al v. Cellect, LLC IPR2020-00568, 569, 571, 572, 565, 566, 567, 

562, 563, 564, 559, 560, 561, 472, 473, 474
― None instituted

• Third Party Reexaminations filed by Samsung.
― 90/014,453, 90/014,454, 90/014,455, 90/014,457

― Basis for current Federal Circuit appeal.
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Cellect’s Patents

U.S. Patent No. 6,982,742
•42. In a PDA having capability to transmit and receive 

data…, the improvement comprising:
•a video system integral with said PDA for receiving 

and transmitting video images and for viewing said 
images, said video system comprising:

•a camera module…;
•a transceiver radio module…; and
•a video view screen attached to said PDA...

U.S. Patent No. 6,424,369
•49. In a PDA having capability to transmit data 

between … , the improvement comprising:
•a video system integral with said PDA…:
•a camera module…; and
•a video view screen attached to said PDA.….

U.S. Patent No. 6,452,626
•1. In a wireless telephone for conducting wireless 

telephonic communications, the improvement 
comprising:

•a video system integral with said telephone …;
•a camera module…;
•a video monitor attached to said wireless phone….

U.S. Patent No. 7,002,621
•33. In a video telephone… , the improvement 

comprising:
•a camera module... including an image sensor housed 

therein and lying in a first plane… and a transceiver 
radio element communicating with said image sensor 
for wirelessly transmitting said pre-video signal.
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Cellect’s Patents and PTA
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District Courts on ODP and PTA

• “Gilead is indistinguishable from this case for purposes of deciding 
whether the doctrine can apply here.”

2014 Magna (W.D. Mich.):  PTA subject to ODP

• “[A]s in Ezra, ‘[t]his case does not raise the traditional concern with 
obviousness-type double patenting of a patent owner extending his 
exclusive rights….’

2021 Mitsubishi (D.N.J.):  PTA not subject to ODP

• “A difference in expiration dates between two patents that arises solely 
from a statutorily authorized time extension, such as a patent-term 
adjustment pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 154(b) or a patent-term extension 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 156, cannot be the basis for an application of 
ODP.

2021 Amgen (D.N.J.): PTA not subject to ODP
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― “[D]ouble patenting should be considered after any PTA is applied.…” 

Cellect Reexaminations

 PTAB:  Patents with PTA invalid based on ODP over related 
family
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PTAB:  Because a TD is applied after PTA, so too ODP is applied after PTA

― [1] PTA only possible before TD because “the statute itself is clear that unlike a PTE under§ 156, a 
PTA under§ 154 shall not extend the term of a patent past the date of any terminal disclaimer”

― 35 USC § 154(b)(2)(B):  “No patent the term of which has been disclaimed beyond a specific 
date may be adjusted under this section beyond the expiration date specified in the 
disclaimer”

― [2] “[G]iven that terminal disclaimers arise almost exclusively to overcome obviousness-type double 
patenting, Congress expressly addressing terminal disclaimers in § 154 is tantamount to addressing 
obviousness-type double patenting.

― [3] “[W]e hold that the statutory rule for terminal disclaimers in § 154 is directly relevant to double 
patenting and we apply that same rule to double patenting as a logical extension.”

―  TD and ODP are necessarily after PTA

Cellect Reexaminations
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PTAB:  Because a TD is applied after PTA, so too ODP is applied after PTA

Cellect Reexaminations

20-year term Terminal 
Disclaimer

• ODP evaluated

PTE

• Added onto TD 
date

1) For PTE, apply ODP and TD first then extend term (Novartis)

20-year term PTA

• Added to original 
term

Terminal 
Disclaimer

• ODP evaluated

2) For PTA, adjust term first then apply TD and ODP (PTAB)
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PTAB:  Application of ODP after PTA is equitable

― “[T]he Federal Circuit is unambiguous [in Boehringer v. Barr, 592 F.3d 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2010)] 
that the inequity here is Appellant's enjoyment of a second patent's term beyond the 
expiration of the first patent.”

― “Appellant also never addresses preserving the public's right [addressed in Gilead] to make 
what is covered by the earlier patent after it expired.”

― “[I]nvalidating the challenged claims of a second patent (or third, fourth, and fifth patents in 
the case of the numerous related reexaminations here) does not take away Appellant's right 
to enforce its first patent.”

Cellect Reexaminations
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• PTAB Not Persuaded by Mitsubishi

― See earlier Magna district court decision, apply ODP to PTA.

― Mitsubishi discussion of §154 v. §156 limited to one footnote.

― Not clear that Mitsubishi considering the right facts. 

― In Mitsubishi, the challenged patent issued before the reference patent; opposite 
to the present case.

Cellect Reexaminations
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Cellect Appeal

• Cellect Opening Brief

― PTA not “improper timewise extension” subject to ODP

― PTA should be treated like PTE per Novartis

― PTAB misconstrues §154 

― PTAB reading effectively precludes PTA for related patent

― Improper to equate TD with ODP
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Cellect Appeal

• Cellect Opening Brief
― PTAB using “a judicially created doctrine to eliminate Congress' 

compensation to patent owners for administrative delays that 
interfere with the foundational quid pro quo of patent law”

― Patents at issue do no implicate “unjust extension” addressed by ODP

― PTA is congressional guarantee of patent term

― No evidence of purposeful manipulation justifying ODP

― PTAB invalidation left Cellect no opportunity to cure

― Post-issuance, could not decline / dedicate PTA to preserve validity
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TDs and PTEs

• TDs can save patents from OTDP 

• PTE is an important tool that can be used to 
maintain patent term, and can apply to a 
patent that is subject to a TD

• The Novartis cases limit the Gilead decision 
by concluding that OTDP may not be used to 
eviscerate a PTE 

― Carefully choose the patent for PTE to 
maximize patent coverage
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Health Check: Inventorship: 
Legal Standard

35 U.S.C. 101: Whoever  invents  or  discovers  any  new  and  useful  process, machine,  manufacture,  or  
composition  of  matter,  or  any  new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to 
the conditions and requirements of this title.

Pre-AIA §102(e): A person shall be entitled to a patent unless—(e) the invention was described in a patent 
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention thereof by the 
applicant for patent....”

Pre-AIA §102(f):  A person shall be entitled to a patent unless … (f) he did not himself invent the subject matter 
sought to be patented.

35 U.S.C. §115: Patent application needs to include name of inventor and have inventor’s oath filed by time 
issue fee paid.

35 U.S.C. § 116(a)  JOINT INVENTIONS.—When an invention is made by two or more persons jointly, they shall 
apply for patent jointly and each make the required oath, except as otherwise provided in this title. Inventors 
may apply for a patent jointly even though

(1) they did not physically work together or at the same time,
(2) each did not make the same type or amount of contribution, or 
(3) each did not make a contribution to the subject matter of every claim of the patent.
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Inventorship: What to Look For?

• Named inventors correct? 
• Compare the original set of claims with those finally granted

• Evaluate inventorship claim by claim.
• Provisional applications--evaluate disclosure.

• Any potential derivation questions?
• For pre-AIA claims (EFD before March 16, 2013), any 

grounds for challenge that inventor abandoned, 
suppressed, or concealed the invention?

• If any inventorship in question, status of corroborative 
contemporary evidence?  Status of employment? 
Obligations?

• Other work of named inventors?
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Health Check Look Ahead: Issue for OB 
Patents in Litigation

• Derivation allegation
• Cumberland Pharm. Inc. v. Mylan Institutional LLC, 846 F.3d 1213 (Fed. Cir. 2017)

― OB-listed U.S. Pat. 8,399,445 (Acetadote®)
― Mylan asserted invalidity on, inter alia, “derivation of the claimed invention from 

someone at the FDA.” 
― Someone at FDA had the idea to remove EDTA from the prior art formulation. 

― DC: Mylan did not show anyone at FDA conceived of the claimed invention prior to 
the named inventor (Leo Pavliv). 

― FC: Affirmed.
― Standard of conception in derivation analysis same as for inventorship. 

― “Mylan argues that the request for data to support the inclusion of EDTA required 
Cumberland to undertake research that would have inevitably led it to the 
invention. That is not enough for derivation. We have held that derivation is not 
proved by showing conception and communication of an idea different from the 
claimed invention even where that idea would make the claimed idea obvious. …. 
The kind of general research suggestion at issue here, whatever its role in an 
obviousness analysis, does not establish the conception required for derivation.”
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Issue for OB Patents in Litigation
• Prior art status of asserted reference

• Allergan, Inc. v. Apotex, Inc., 754 F.3d 952 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

― U.S. Pat. 7,351,404 (Lumigan®)

― DC: found evidence corroborated that date of invention pre-dated 
asserted references.

― FC: Reversed. 
― The evidence relied on for corroboration did “not include any 

description of the claimed invention of the ′404 patent” and was oral 
testimony of the co-inventor. 

― Asserted references were therefore prior art and invalidated the 
claims. 
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Issue for OB Patents at the PTAB
• Prior art status of asserted reference

• Acrux DDS v Kaken Pharm. and Valeant Pharms., IPR2017-00190, Paper 80 
(P.T.A.B. June 6, 2018)

― Asserted reference published Oct.-Dec. 1999.

― Challenged claim 1 priority date July 11, 2000.

― Patent Owner bears the burden to establish the facts necessary to 
overcome Yasushi’s publication date. 

― Evidence that the publication date of the reference is not “before the 
invention thereof by the applicant for a patent[.]” 35 U.S.C. § 102(a). 
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Issue for OB Patents at the PTAB (cont.)
• Inventor Declaration addressed authentication and business records 

exception 

• PTAB: “We find that the May 1999 Activity Report and the testimony of Dr. Tatsumi 
concerning the Report and the work reflected in the report establish prior 
reduction to practice of the inventions of the challenged claims before the 
publication date of the Ogura reference.” 
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Issue for OB Patents at the PTAB
• Prior art status of asserted reference

• Green Cross Corp. v. Shire Human Genetic Therapies, Inc., IPR2016-00258, 
Paper 89 (P.T.A.B. Mar. 22, 2017)(appeal dismissed May 22,2018)

― Claim challenged for obviousness over combination of Jin and 
other references.

― Patent Owner: Jin “fails to qualify as [§ 102(e)] prior art because 
…the inventor …reduced to practice the invention described by 
the challenged claims ‘as of at least April 2011[.]’”
― Documentary evidence and supporting declarations.

― PTAB: FWD all claims survived because asserted reference was 
not prior art. 
― “Considering the record as a whole, we find that Patent Owner has 

provided sufficient evidence to show that it reduced to practice an 
embodiment encompassing all elements of the challenged claims 
prior to the critical date of Jin, and Petitioner does not convince us 
otherwise.”
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Remedial  Measures from 
Inventorship issues in Health Check

• Correct inventorship, as needed
• 35 U.S.C. §116 for applications
• 35 U.S.C. §256 for patents

• Reissue to correct misjoinder (MPEP 
1412.04)

• File continuation-in-part to combine full 
disclosures of both applications and 
claims of both applications and with 
inventor nomination of both.
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Health Check: Ownership: 
Legal Standard

• 35 U.S.C. §262: “In the absence of any agreement to the contrary, each 
of the joint owners of a patent may make, use, offer to sell, or sell the 
patented invention within the United States, or import the patented 
invention into the United States, without the consent of and without 
accounting to the other owners.” 

• May license without accounting to others (absent contract provision) 
• May grant immunity from suit by other owner
• Need not share license royalties!
• Each inventor has equal rights as a co-owner even if he or she 

contributed to only one claim of a multi-claim patent
― “[E]ach co-inventor presumptively owns a pro rata undivided interest 

in the entire patent, no matter what their respective contributions.” 
Ethicon, Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 135 F.3d 1456, 1465 (Fed. Cir. 
1998)
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Health Check: Ownership: 
What to Look For?

• Does the target company own all the relevant IP? 
Can the target company convey clear title?
• Status of assignments, licenses, employment agreements, non-

employee inventors, former employees, co-ownership with 
third parties, liens/security interests, consultant/contractor 
agreements, joint venture agreements, settlement agreements, 
covenant-not-to-sue

• Confirm that all listed inventors have an obligation 
to assign, particularly for non-employee inventors.

• Check language of assignments – “all rights in 
invention”? 

• March-in rights under Bayh-Dole Act? 
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Health Check: Issue for OB Patents in Litigation

• Common inventors but not common ownership.

• In re Hubbell, 709 F.3d 1140 (Fed. Cir. 2013)

― Inventors Hubbell and Schense at CalTech 
― Research resulted in ‘509 application (earliest priority April 3, 1997), patent 

assigned to CalTech.
― Hubbell and Schense left CalTech to join ETHZ

― Research resulted in ’685 patent (earliest priority August 27, 1998), patent 
assigned to ETHZ and Universitat Zurich, and issued first.

― Examiner rejected ’509 application based on ODP over ’685 patent and Board 
affirmed.

― FC: Affirmed.
― No common ownership or JRA, so terminal disclaimer not available.
― No two-way obviousness analysis: Hubbell partially responsible for delay that 

caused ’685 patent to issue first.
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• Immunex Corp. v. Sandoz Inc., 964 F.3d 1049 (Fed. Cir. 2020) 

• Patent owner: Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. 

• Exclusive licensee: Immunex Corp.

• Exclusive sublicensee: Amgen Manufacturing, Ltd.

• Immunex obtained FDA approval of Enbrel® in 1998.

• Immunex and Roche then entered into a license to the patent family (patents-in-suit 
had not yet issued).

• Amgen, Inc. acquired Immunex Corp. in 2002.

• Amgen, Inc., Immunex Corp., Roche, and non-party Wyeth entered into an agreement 
that eliminated the obligation to pay royalties to Roche. 

ODP and 
Common Ownership
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• Sandoz asserted that the patents-in-suit (assigned to Roche) were invalid for 
ODP over several patents filed by Immunex. 

• Federal Circuit stated/held that:
• “time of filing” test for common ownership does not apply.
• Roche did not transfer “all substantial rights” to Immunex under the Accord & 

Satisfaction.
• Thus, the Immunex Patents and the patents-in-suit are not “commonly owned” 

and ODP does not apply.

Need Common Ownership

See https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/blogs/prosecution-first/all-substantial-rights-and-right-to-
prosecute-may-be-informative-for-assessing-obviousness-type-double-patenting-common-ownership-
but-was-not-found-where-assignee.html
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Remedial  Measures From Health Check: 
TD, Assignments

• File continuation/division 
applications.

• File terminal disclaimer?

• Obtain assignments, contracts, or 
modify existing contracts (e.g., 
employee contracts).

• Make any necessary filings with 
USPTO to update assignment record.
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Health Check: Looking for Additional Orange 
Book-Listable Patents On Inventions Beyond The New 

Chemical Entity
• Solid state subject matter.

• Patent Claims tracking the results of clinical trials that will be included 
in the generic manufacturer’s label. 

• Small molecule combination therapy patents.

• New indications that are novel and nonobvious over the indications 
disclosed in the original drug substance patent(s).

• Improved formulations patents, particularly for those formulations 
designed for large-scale randomized Phase III clinical trials. 

• Back-up clinical candidate patents to be harvested. 
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Clinical Trial Results Patents

Considerations 
• Claim treatment protocol and unexpected/unpredictable effects.

― Avoid inherent anticipation from published protocol.
• Include protocol in first U.S. provisional.
• Claim clinical trial results from the label.
• May not work in China and the EPO.
• References

― Sanofi v. Watson, 875 F.3d 636 (Fed. Cir. 2017)
― Vanda v. Westward, 887 F.3d 1117 (Fed. Cir. 2018)
― U.S. Patent No. 10,300,065

Drafting considerations
• Timing - after Phase II?  after Phase III?
• Keep in mind filing within a year of the publication date (102 (a)(1), 102 

(b)(1)).
― ClinicalTrials.gov, journal publication, conference presentations.
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• If you have access to pivotal clinical trial data, draft narrow claims that capture what will be in the drug product 
label, e.g., specific indication, dosing, specified target patient population, contraindicated symptoms, warnings 
and risk factors.

• Generic or biosimilar manufacturers need to propose the same or highly similar labeling and could be captured 
on the basis of inducement to infringe.

• The generic label, by directing doctors and patients on the use of the drug product, intentionally encourages 
infringement (induces infringement) of the branded drug maker’s patent claims! 

• See Sanofi v. Watson, 875 F.3d 636 (Fed. Cir. 2017) 
• The Indications and Usage section (Section 1) of both the original and final labels referenced the Clinical 

Studies of Section 14 of the label that identified the patients and provided results from several clinical 
studies.

• Issued claim 1. A method of decreasing a risk of cardiovascular hospitalization in a patient, said method comprising 
administering to said patient an effective amount of dronedarone or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, twice a 
day with a morning and an evening meal, wherein said patient does not have severe heart failure, (i) wherein severe heart 
failure is indicated by: a) NYHA Class IV heart failure or b) hospitalization for heart failure within the last month; and (ii) 
wherein said patient has a history of, or current, paroxysmal or persistent nonpermanent atrial fibrillation or flutter; and 
(iii) wherein the patient has at least one cardiovascular risk factor selected from the group consisting of:

I. an age greater than or equal to 75;
II. hypertension;
III. diabetes;
IV. a history of cerebral stroke or of systemic embolism;
V. a left atrial diameter greater than or equal to 50mm; and
VI. a left ventricular ejection fraction less than 40%.

Claiming the Label
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Claiming the Label

 Fed. Cir.: Affirmed label induced infringement.

o Liability for inducing infringement only if:  i) the defendant knew of the patent and ii) the induced acts constitute patent 
infringement.

o It must be established that the defendant possessed specific intent to encourage another’s infringement such as: i) it must be 
shown that the alleged infringer’s actions induced infringing acts and ii) that he knew or should have known his action would 
induce actual infringement.

o The required intent to encourage depends on the label; label must encourage, recommend or promote infringement.

o There was considerable testimony that the label encouraged – and would have been known by Watson and Sandoz to encourage –
administration of the drug to the specifically claimed patients:  (77% of Multaq® prescriptions were for patients with the claimed 
risks)

o Court found no legal or logical basis supporting the Watson and Sandoz contention that because Multaq® has substantial non-
infringing uses not forbidden by the proposed labels, it was not permissible to find intent to encourage an infringing use.

10+ MORE YEARS OF PATENT COVERAGE!
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Means-Plus-Function Claims
CONFIDENTIAL/ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE/ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT

• Merck v. Genentech, PGR2021-00036

• Technology overview: 
• The patent is directed to a combination therapy comprising the administration of a 

PD-1 axis binding antagonist and an agent that decreases or inhibits TIGIT 
expression and or activity to treat cancer.

• U.S. 10,611,836 representative claim 1:
• A method of treating or delaying progression of a cancer in an individual, the 

method comprising administering to the individual an effective amount of 

• (i) a PD-L1 binding antagonist that inhibits the binding f PD-L1 to PD-1 and/ore B7-
1, a PD-1 binding antagonist that inhibits the binding of a PD-1 to PD-L1 and/or 
PD-L2, or a PD-L2 binding antagonist that inhibits the binding of PD-L2 to PD-1 and

• (ii) an agent that inhibits and/or blocks the interaction of CD226 with TIGIT, 
wherein the agent is an inhibitory anti-TIGIT antibody or antigen-binding fragment 
thereof.
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A double means for whammy:

1. A method of treating or delaying progression of a cancer in an 
individual, comprising administering to the individual an effective 
amount of (i) means for inhibiting the binding of PD-L1 to PD-1 and/or 
B7-1, and (ii) second means for inhibiting and/or blocking the 
interaction of CD226 with TIGIT.

CONFIDENTIAL/ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE/ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT

Means-Plus-Function Claims

• Link the first means for to the parts of the specification that relate to an effective amount of (i) a 
PD-L1 binding antagonist that inhibits the binding of PD-L1 to PD-1 and/or B7-1, a PD-1 binding 
antagonist that inhibits the binding of PD-1 to PD-L1 and/or PD-L2, or a PD-L2 binding antagonist 
that inhibits the binding of PD-L2 to PD-1 and 

• Link the second means for to the parts of the specification to the agent that inhibits and/or blocks 
the interaction of CD226 with TIGIT, wherein the agent is an inhibitory anti-TIGIT antibody or 
antigen-binding fragment thereof.
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Thank you.

Mark Feldstein, Ph.D.
Finnegan, Henderson, 
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP
202.408.4092
mark.feldstein@finnegan.com

Jill MacAlpine, Ph.D.
Finnegan, Henderson, 
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP
202.408.4105
jill.macalpine@finnegan.com

M. David Weingarten, Ph.D.
Finnegan, Henderson, 
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP
404.653.6457
david.weingarten@finnegan.com

Tom Irving
Finnegan, Henderson, 
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP
202.408.4082
tom.irving@finnegan.com
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